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Product Details
With suppliers in N/A

2WP Ratchet Secateurs (PR08245)
https://ilcaustralia.org.au/products/8245
A range of heavy duty ratchet secateurs designed to reduce
the force required to cut when pruning. Two models are
available, both made of metal.

General Details
Extra product information
These secateurs have a steel blade coated in a non
stick material and fibreglass (moderate / heavy duty) or
2WP Range of Ratchet
metal (extra heavy duty) handles which are moulded to
Secateurs
fit comfortably in the hand.
The tools are able to cut through foliage up to 20mm in
thickness using a squeeze and release action.
The ratchet mechanism provides a mechanical advantage in the cutting action - a
consistent amount of pressure is required with each squeezing action, rather than the
single strong action required on regular pruners.
They all feature a safety clip to keep the blade closed when not in use.
Manufacturer/Country
2WP Garden Tools / Taiwan
Websites
2WP Garden Tools - http://www.2wp.com.au/

Models / Specifications
Model Powerkut Mk IIII: Powerkut Mk IIII Secateurs
Model Dualkut: Dualkut Secateurs
Model Powerkut Floral Mk IIII: Powerkut Floral Mk IIII Secateurs
Model Proprune: Proprune Secateurs
Weight Overall 175 g
Length Overall 200 mm

Suppliers (0)

Agents (0)
Importers (0)
Manufacturers (0)
Maintenance
Refer to the supplier and manufacturer manual for maintenance instructions and safety
warnings.

Standards
Some assistive technology needs to meet Australian or other standards. Standards may relate
to materials, manufacturing, and installation. Products that meet Australian or international
standards will have written certification. To find out if a product meets Australian Standards
ask the supplier to show you the certificate. For more information about standards see
http://www.ilcaustralia.org.au/Using_Assistive_Technology/standards_regulation

Disclaimer
Independent Living Centres Australia (ILCA) does not design or make products. ILCA cannot
guarantee that all information given is correct. Prices shown are a rough guide. Some products
may incur GST. Check with suppliers for up-to-date prices. The display of products at an ILCA
centre, or details given in print, is only for your information. It is not a recommendation. You
should always get professional advice when choosing products. The person choosing the
product is responsible for their choice. ILCA takes no responsibility for people choosing
equipment or services which will cause (or be alleged to have caused) loss or injury. You must
follow the manufacturer’s or service provider’s instructions when using equipment or services.
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